
Lab (S/L5) – Water Rocket Performance Sensitivity

Learning Objectives

• Measurement of actual water rocket’s CD in a wind tunnel
• Investigation of water rocket parameters’ influence on performance
• Optimization and design of water rocket

Teamwork

For Labs 5 and 6 you will be working in teams of 2 students each. Both people must share
and/or collaborate in the work. For this Lab 5, each team will submit one lab writeup.

Procedure and Reporting

0) You will need at least one correctly-working spreadsheet for this Lab 5, from either
teammate. Fix any remaining errors you think you might have from Lab 4, using the posted
solution as a reference.

1) Using the 1× 1 ft wind tunnel setup in the Bldg 33 hangar, measure the drag force D for
each of several tunnel speeds V . The test article is a typical water rocket. The test speeds
should be representative of the expected operating speed range of your rocket. Present the
data as a single CD(Re) plot. You may choose any Re definition you like, but clearly state
what your definition is.

2) For this part, use the set of parameters corresponding to your test article, in addition to:

Charge gauge pressure (pc)gauge 4.5× 105 Pa = 65 psi
Drag coefficient CD variable
Payload mass mp variable
Water volume fraction fV variable

2a) Set mp = 0.5 kg, fV = 0.4. Compute the maximum altitude hmax values for each
CD = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and plot the resulting hmax(CD) curve. Comment on the
importance of low drag design on maximum altitude, and roughly estimate (or guess) on
how much hmax gain the test rocket from 1) could get from a reasonable drag cleanup.

2b) Set CD = 0.20, mp = 0.5 kg. Compute the maximum altitude hmax for a range of fV ,
and plot the resulting hmax(fV) curve (about 5-6 points should be sufficient). Why is there
a maximum in the curve?

2c) Set CD = 0.20, and set fV to the maximum found in 2b). Compute the maximum
(h ∗mp)max for a range of mp, and plot the resulting (h ∗mp)max(mp) curve. Why is there a
maximum in the curve?
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